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UNIT

1

Topic

Jobs

Will Machines Take Our Jobs?

W hat do you think?
I think so.

Check( ) the boxes.

I don’t think so.

I don’t know.

1. Machines can take people’s jobs in the future.
2. Humans always work better than machines.

looks like a human

says through the screen

serving food

Picture Talk
A robot is
through the
6

food. It looks like a
, “HERE’S YOUR ORDER!”

. It says

New Words
Read and write the words.

TR 02

1. machine

2. traffic rule

3. rider

4. patient

5. million

6. second

7. suggestion

8. solve

1,000,000

Read and choose the correct words.
1. A ( patient / second ) is in the hospital bed.
2. Don’t break ( traffic / problem ) rules when you drive.
3. The engineer will buy a new ( million / machine ).
4. The doctor gives his patient a ( suggestion / rider ).
5. Now I know how to ( become / solve ) the problem.
6. This house costs a ( million / suggestion ) dollars.
7. There are 60 ( machines / seconds ) in a minute.
8. Who is the ( rider / rule ) in the back seat of the car?
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Will Machines Take Our Jobs?

TR 03

Words 106

1

Robots check on sick people like doctors. Cars drive themselves. Will
machines take our jobs in the future?
Machines can do some jobs better than humans. Waymo is Google’s
self-driving car. It can drive easily and safely. It follows traffic rules well.

5

It drives the best way for riders.
IBM’s Watson can review patient records like a doctor. It can read 1.5
million records in just two seconds. Then, it gives the best suggestion.
Machines may take our jobs. However, many jobs will still need
humans. Humans can think creatively. They can control many difficult

10

things. Humans also can help each other and solve problems together.

▲ Google’s Waymo

True or False

8

1. Waymo drives the best way for its riders.

T

F

2.	Watson can read 1.5 million patient records in two
hours.

T

F

Reading Comprehension
Choose the correct answers.
1. What is the main idea of the passage?

a. Cars drive themselves.
b. Watson gives the best suggestion for patients.
c. Machines may take our jobs, but many jobs will still need humans.
2. What is Waymo?

a. Google’s self-driving car
b. Google’s traffic rules
c. IBM’s computer
3. IBM’s Watson can

a. drive – doctor

patient records like a
b. review – doctor

.

c. review – driver

4. What does the underlined word “patient” mean?

a. a sick person

b. an old person

c. a young person

5. What does the word “themselves” refer to?

a. robots

b. cars

c. jobs

Fill in the blanks with the correct words.
[6~7] Why will many jobs still need humans?

	Humans can think 6.
help each other and 7.

and control difficult things. They can
problems together.
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Reading Chart
Fill in the blanks with the words from the box.
Machines can do some jobs better than humans.
Waymo

• is Google’s

car

1

• can drive easily and safely
• follows

well

2

• drives the best way for riders
Watson

• can review

like a doctor

3

• can read 1.5 million records in just two seconds
• gives the best
suggestion

4

patient records

self-driving

traffic rules

Summary
Complete the summary with the words from the box.
think

humans

Machines can do some jobs

better

problems

than humans. Google’s

1

Waymo can drive easily and safely. IBM’s Watson can review 1.5 million
patient records in just two seconds. However, many jobs will still need
2

. Humans can

difficult things, help each other, and solve

10

creatively, control

3

4

together.

they / themselves

“ Cars drive themselves.”

(Line 1)

cars = themselves

I like
myself.

=
subject

object

Kate is looking at Kate in the mirror.
Kate is looking at herself in the mirror.
Singular (-self)

Plural (-selves)

I

you

he

she

it

we

you

they

myself

yourself

himself

herself

itself

ourselves

yourselves

themselves

	Fill in the blanks with myself, yourself, himself, herself, itself, ourselves,
yourselves, or themselves.
1.
Mr. Smith

Mr. Smith is introducing

to the class.

2.

We like taking pictures of

.

3.

I hurt

on a broken dish.

4.

She is very proud of

.

5.

They enjoyed

at the party.
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